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I/ LISTENING (2.5 points)
A. Listen and match the people to the objects they recycle. (1.0m)
1.Alan
A. plastic bottles
2. Lisa
B. newspapers
3. Clive
C.metal cans
4. Becky
D. glass bottles
5. Mark
E. clothes
F. cardboard boxes
G. comics
H. plastic wrappers
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

You will hear Ellen talking about Chicago.
B. Listen and decide if the sentences are true or false.Write T for true and F for false. (1.0m)
1. Chicago has the oldest skycraper in America.
....................
2. Chicago has the tallest building in the world.
....................
3. There are four million visitors to the Taste of Chicago.
.....................
4. The first Mc Donald’s restaurant was established in Chicago.
.....................
5. Ellen loves living in Chicago.
....................
II. VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR: (2.0 ms)
Choose the best answer.
1.A ................in waste and pollution means a significant increase in the quality of life for humans.
A. recycling
B. reuse
C. reduction
D. return
2. If we............delayed, we should arrive at the party at about 5:30
A. get
B. will get
C. won’t get
D. don’t get
3. I’ve been to Da Lat...........
D. two days ago
A. twice
B. yesterday
C. since 2010
4. The city is unhealthy because of the ................in the air.
A. traffic
B. rubbish
C. noise
D. pollution
5. Choose the word that has the main stress different from the others.
A. capital
B. discover
C. adventure
D. exhausted
6. Choose the word that has the main stress different from the others.
A. television
B. information
C. atmosphere
D. company
7.Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the others.
A. space
B. located
C. lake
D. cottage
8. Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the others.
A. brother
B. weather
C. through
D. than
9. “..........................your homework yet?”
A. Are you doing
B. Have you done
C. Will you do
D. Can
10. We might ..............talk to robots in the future.
A. can
B. could
C. be able to
D. will probably
III.READING: ( 2.0 ms )
1. Read the passage and choose the best answer .(1m)
For most of history of human beings,there were no computers.Life was very different before computers

existed.It was hard to work out new ideas and to share them with others.Now, computers help us to work
out ideas.They can do math problems very fast. They can help us organize information so that we can
understand it better. They can even draw pictures for us. Computers can also help us share our ideas. With
email, we can share ideas with anyone in the world. We can put pictures or written materials on the Internet
so that everyone can see them. But computers were not always like they are today.
1.What was life like before computers existed?
A. It was easy to work. B.It was different. C.It was hard to work out and share new ideas. D. It was
simple to work.
2.How can computers help us to work out ideas?
A.They can do math problems very fast.
B.They can help us organize information.
C.They can draw pictures.
D. All are correct
3.In which way can computers share ideas?
A. We use computers to write emails.
B.We write emails to share ideas with anyone in the world by
computers.
C. We put pictures or written information on the Internet, write email to anyone to share ideas.
D.We put pictures or written information on computers.
4. What does the word “them” in the sentence “We can put pictures or written materials on the Internet so
that everyone can see them refer to ?
A. computers
B. only pictures
C. pictures or written materials
D. only written materials
2. Read the text and decide whether the following sentences are true (T) or false (F).(1.0m)
John and his wife , Kathy live in an interesting house. It’s an eco home. Eco homes don’t harm the environment.
They don’t use coal or oil, so they don’t produce dangerous gases. John and Kathy’s eco home is in California, USA.
It looks like a house from one of The Lord of the Rings films.Most of the house is underground. The house was very
cheap to build.It has wooden wall,and floors.The windows are recycled glass. There are solar panels to make
electricity for the lights, DVD players, and computers. John and Kathy get water from a well and they grow
vegetables in the mud on top of the house. Now John and Kathy don’t want to live anywhere else. They love their
home because it helps the planet greener and it looks fantastic.They think that eco homes are a great idea for
everyone.
1. Eco homes don’t produce dangerous gases.
2. Eco homes use electricity.
3. The house was expensive to build.
4. The eco home has stone floors.
5. John and Kathy grow vegetables on top of the house.

IV. WRITING : (2.0 ms)
A.There is one mistake in each sentence,try tofind the mistake,underline and correct it.

1. The Royal Palace is one of the largest palace in Europe.
..........
2. Although I enjoy sports very much, but I don’t often watch the Sports programmes. ..........
3. The News programme help TV viewers know about what happens everyday in their country as well as all
over the world.
.............
4. In my spare time, I do judo and play a lot of running.
.............
B. Rewrite each of the sentences so that it means the same as the sentences before it, using the word given.
1. This is the first time I visited Japan.
 I have………………………………………………………………………………………………
2. My dream house will have a super smart TV in 10 years.

 There…………………………………………………………………………………………
3. Students recycle and use recycled materials. They save energy.

 If…………………………………………………………………………………………
C. Make sentences, using the words and phrase provided. You can add some words or make changes.
1.Lucy’s birthday/ I/ give/ her/ present.
..................................................................................................................................................................
2. You/ see/ latest/ Batman film ?
.................................................................................................................................................................
3. If/ people/ cycle/ more/ there/ less/ pollution.
..................................................................................................................................................................

---------------------- THE END ----------------------
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ĐÁP ÁN VÀ THANG ĐIỂM
I. LISTENING: (2,0pts)
A.Listen and match the people to the objects they recycle (1.0m)
1. F
2. D
3. D
4. E
5. G
B. Listen and decide if the sentences are true or false.Write T for true and F for false (1.0m)
1. T 2.F
3.F
4.T
5. T
II. VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR: (2.0 ms)
1.C 2. D 3. C 4. D 5.A 6. B 7. D 8. C
9. B
III.READING: ( 2.0ms

10.C

1. Read the passage and choose the best answer .(1m)
1.C 2.D 3.C 4.C
2. Read the text and decide whether the following sentences are true (T) or false (F).(1.0m)

1.T

2.T

3.F

4.F

5.T

IV. WRITING : (2.0 ms)
Part A. .1. palace – palaces
2. but 3.help – helps
4.play- practice

Part B:
1.I have never visited Japan before.
2.There will have a super smart TV in my dream house in 10 years.
3.If Students recycle and use recycled materials ,they will save energy.
PartC3: Make sentences using the words and phrases given . (0.8 point)
1.It’ s Lucy’s birthday so I’ll give her a present.
2.Have you ever seen the latest Batman film?
3.If people cycle more, there will be less pollution.

